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We construct a maxima' planar graph which is ',-tough but nonhamihonian. "i he graph is ;m 
:Jns~er Io C]lx~'lt;.d*s queMioll orl the existence of such a graph 
I. |ntroduction 
In this note we consider or y finite undirected graph without loops or mult iple 
vdges. Our  terminology and ,!oration will be standard except as indicated. For a 
graph G - { V. E) we denote  by k{G)  the number  o, connecte(i  conlponet3ts of (L 
A graph G = ( V, E) is 1 -tough if k(G - S) <~ ISI for every nonentpty property subset 
S of the vcrlex set V. Clearly l - toughness  is a necessary condit ion for a graph t{~ 
be namiitoniatl  [ I ] .  Since the graph shown in Fig. 1 is l - tough but nonhami l to -  
n iam the l - toughness  is not a sufficient condit ion in general.  
The quest ion when a maximal  p lanar  graph is hami l tonian is of considerable 
interest. However  no n,mtrivial  necessary and sufficient condit ion for a maxim~q 
phmar  graph to be hami l ton ian is knox~n. When V. Chvfi.*al vb;ited our Depart -  
ment  1979. he raised the fol lowing quest ion:  is the l - toughness  a sufficient 
condit ion for a maximal  phmar  graph to be hami l ton ian? We give an answer to 
the quest ion by construct ing a l - tough  nonhami l ton ian maximal  planar g, aph. 
2. Conslru¢lion 
First we give an easy lemma.  
Lemma. Let (3 = ( V. E) and S c V. ( f  G -  v is 1-tough for a L~ertex c ~ V. and if 
k (G-  St > ]S]. then t, does not belong to S but all of its neighbours do. 
Proof. Immediate .  
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Fig. 1. A I - toughnonhami l lon ianp lanargraph,  
We can c,mstruct a l - lough no'-hami}tonian maximal planar graph as fnllows. 
I fheorem. Form a m~lximal plan ir ~raph (; a,~ l)dhm'~: bc~in with K~ the cmnplete 
,~mph with fimr verlices, and in e~wh inner tridnguhu" /¢we ~]' K.~ place the graph (', 
t~J" Fig. 2 ~o tlmt K 4 ¢_ltzd O I l.¢we precisely the lrian,gle in common. (See Fig. 3.) 
77,,,n G is t-taugh but mmhmnilttmian. 
ProoL First we show lhal  G is I - tough.  Let 7" denote the sol of vcrliccs of dc£rcc 
three in (3. then 7" has ',he propert ies that 
li) tim every v in T, the graph (5 - t is h:~miltonian, so  G - v is l - l ough,  and 
~ii} cxcry vertex not in 7' ha~ a p.cighbour in 7". 
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I"i~. 2. ,,\ ma~.Jmal pkmar ~raph G~. 
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l:i~.~. ~'. A [ -[()U~h nnnhamilmnial] maximal planar ~r~,ph (L 
A l-tcml4h nonhatniltonian ma~cimal t,iunar graph ~n7 
Fig. 4. A maximal planar graph. 
These properties together with the above Lemma sl~ow that the only S that can 
possibly satisfy k lG-S I>[S]  is the complement of T. However this set S h:: ~, 
ktG -S ) : [S1=9.  
Next we show that G is nonhamiltonian. Denote the set of vertices inside the 
triangle x ,x ix  ~ by S,i. and suppose that G has a hamiltonian cycle C. One of the 
three set S~i contains neither of the two, vertices that are neighbours of xa in ('. 
This set S~r coatains thlee vertices u, v, w of degree thrc~ such that u and c arc 
ncighbours of x4. Since neither u nor c is adjacent o ~:4 in C. the portion of (" 
passing through u and r has the form . . . .  a, u, b. t~. x i . . . .  such that a, b and x, 
are the only mighbours of w in G. Now ,;~ cannot be adjacent t~ b iin C and it can 
be adjacent o at most one of ~. x~ in C. Hence w cannot :rove two neighbours in 
C. a contradiction. 
We can similarly construct infinitely many maximal planar graphs which are 
1-tough but nonhamiltonian asfollows: place the graph in Fis,. 4, instead of Gt, in 
the interior of one of three inner faces of K 4. and place G, in each interior of 
other inner faces. The proof is left to the reader. 
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